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Abstract 

The teachers in this study are participants in the LCM1- (Learning Communities in 
Mathematics) project run at Agder University College. The project emphasises the 
development of communities of teachers and researchers focused on inquiry in 
mathematics and teaching. This paper deals with a well-planned lesson in an 
eleventh grade class in a Norwegian upper secondary school. We will present data 
that illustrate how the teachers intervened to reach certain goals that had been 
identified through the planning process. These interventions identified discourses, 
which showed that there was a discrepancy between how the teachers interpreted and 
used a certain word for a mathematical concept and how the students interpreted the 
same word. Our findings illuminate common challenges faced when trying to build a 
community of inquiry in the classroom.  

INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with a well-planned lesson in an eleventh grade class in a 
Norwegian upper secondary school. We2 followed three teachers during their 
planning, implementing and reflection process. The teachers in this study are three 
out of forty participants in the LCM- (Learning Communities in Mathematics) project 
run at Agder University College (AUC).  
The project has two principal aims: first, the development of communities of inquiry 
that include both teachers and didacticians3; second to study the development of these 
communities. This concerns the different levels in school, from first to eleventh 
grade. The teachers in our study are brought together at AUC engaged in workshops 
that emphasise inquiry in mathematics and teaching, and collaboration processes. We 

                                              
1 LCM is supported by the Research Council of Norway within its KUL programme ‘Kunnskap, Utdanning og Læring’ 

(Knowledge, Education and Learning: Norges Forskningsråd, project no. 157949/S20) 

2 Unless otherwise indicated the personal pronouns ‘we’ and ‘our’ refer to the representatives from Agder University  
College that followed the inquiry process in this school, in this paper also referred to as ‘didacticians’ .  

3 Didacticians are people who have responsibility to theorise learning and teaching and consider relationships between 
theory and practice.  In the project we refer to the university college educators as ‘didacticians’ in order to recognise 
that both teachers and didacticians are educators and both groups can engage in research. 
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want collaboration to take place on different levels; both in group work in workshops 
between teachers participating in the project and by collaborative activities in the 
school teams. The didacticians participate regularly in both forums.  

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
In the project, we have emphasised the premise that people learn through responsible 
participation in a collaborative enterprise. We draw on a rich tradition of inquiry in 
the learning and teaching of mathematics developing from problem solving in 
mathematics itself, through inquiry approaches to learning mathematics in classroom 
to teacher inquiry in which teachers take on the mantle of researcher to explore 
questions about effective means of stimulating and sustaining their students’ 
mathematical growth (Polya, 1945; Mason, Burton, & Stacey, 1982; Schoenfeld, 
1992; Lambdin, 1993; Jaworski, 1994, 1998; Mason, 2000).  
In the project, community building means that we work with the teachers on the same 
level. We value their experience and knowledge. We are not trying to impose our 
thinking on schools but we want to facilitate learning and teaching through sharing 
ideas, practices and goals. In building the community the intention is to establish 
ways of thinking and ways of working that become shared among us. In the work the 
concept of inquiry is crucial. The conviction is that through questioning and 
investigation we will together be able to address questions in and about learning and 
teaching mathematics. Inquiry in the mathematics classroom will enable the students 
to work with the mathematics together with their peers and learn together with them. 
In our joint work with the teachers, inquiry into mathematics has mainly been done 
through investigation of open ended problems. We have been concerned with 
activities such as explorations of patterns, generalisations, efforts to find general 
structures, extend problems, and find new approaches for investigation. We see 
inquiry into mathematics as quite different from learning specific procedures and 
work on routine tasks.  
Implicit in our thinking about inquiry is a cognitive perspective. We believe that 
mathematical knowledge is constructed by individuals. We are influenced by von 
Glasersfeld’s consequences for teaching where he among other things emphasises the 
importance of what can be inferred to be going on inside the student’s head, rather 
than on overt “responses”. Further we do not believe in transfer of knowledge but 
that each learner has to construct their own knowledge, and that “the function of 
cognition is adaptive and serves the organization of the experiential world, not the 
discovery of ontological reality” (von Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 18). We are exploring 
together what inquiry can mean in our developmental work in the community we are 
working to establish. Wenger (1998) elaborates widely on building communities and 
what practice means. We want to build a community of inquiry, where inquiry 
becomes a way of being. The meaning of inquiry will be explored in the community 
we are establishing. Inquiry can help students to discover other perspectives of the 
mathematical concepts. They get the opportunity to learn what questions can be 
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asked in mathematics and what kind of answers one can expect to get. This 
corresponds to the competences listed by the Danish KOM (Competencies and the 
learning of mathematics) project. In this project eight competences important in 
mathematics were identified. Four of the competences are related to “The ability to 
ask and answer questions in and with mathematics” (Niss 2004, p. 184, our 
translation).  
We see mathematics to be firmly related to language as a tool for communication, but 
also as a language in its own right (Pimm, 1987; Bergsten and Grevholm, 2004). We 
realise that the communication between students and between students and teachers 
takes place through language of different kinds. Both parts (students and teachers) 
speak the same language (Norwegian), but we can see their language as two different 
languages where the common elements are in their words and grammatical structure. 
According to Cestari (1997) and Forman and Ansell (2001), the teacher and students 
together develop a classroom mathematical discourse.  

IMPLEMENTING THE PROJECT 
During phase 1 of the project (from August 2004 to June 2005) we emphasised the 
importance of trust building between the different participants in the project and 
development of a common consciousness about inquiry. To this end we worked 
together with open-ended tasks in the workshops, to give us necessary and shared 
experiences of inquiry. We also spent time together with the teachers discussing 
didactical issues about how and why we should develop inquiry communities. In this 
context, the teachers in an upper secondary school developed lessons based on 
inquiry perspectives around the issues equations, straight lines and linear functions. 
Their preparation process lasted for several weeks. The idea was first mentioned to 
the didacticians in one of the workshop sessions during autumn 2004. The teachers 
signalled that the motivation for their choice of topics was related to their experience. 
They thought that the topic suffered from a too traditional presentation in the 
textbook. They also characterised their own instruction patterns as traditional, using 
tasks which to a small extent invited the students to work in an inquiry-based style. 
This motivation corresponded with different aspects of our theoretical framework for 
the project (didactician’s field notes from meeting 27th October, 2004). 
An important aspect of the LCM-project is the teachers’ engagement in inquiry into 
processes of learning and teaching. They interpreted the curriculum in collaboration 
with their colleagues, didacticians and other teachers linked to the project. It was 
therefore important that the teachers later presented what they had done and their 
reflection on this to the whole project community. This process gave the teachers a 
new opportunity to reflect about the process and the outcome of it. The presentation 
and the discussion that followed gave the community the opportunity to gain from 
their experience. 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS  
Here we focus on a particular example, which illustrates different aspects of the 
teachers’ approach to teaching. We have data from our common planning session that 
identify some of the goals that were outlined by the teachers at this stage in the 
process. The goals were linked to specific skills and understanding of relationships. 
By studying the instruction material we can identify these goals. By observing video 
recordings we recognised the goals by noticing how the teachers intervened in the 
students’ work. 
From a broad perspective we study how the teachers execute a teaching sequence, 
which emphasises inquiry and a community of learning. From a more narrow 
perspective, we are interested in how the teachers intervened in the students’ learning 
process and the rationales for these interventions. Thus, breaking down these broader 
interests of study, we want to answer these questions: 

• Does the teacher give clear answers when students ask questions? Does the 
teacher encourage the students to explore mathematics or is she leading them 
to the correct answers?   

• To what extent does the teacher direct the students towards the presupposed 
goals? To what extent does the teacher’s responsibility to the official syllabus 
interfere with the students’ free inquiry process?     

• Do the teacher and the students have shared meanings of the words used in the 
classroom?  

METHODS 
In our efforts to answer the questions above, we used a variety of different research 
approaches. In the first part of the process, in the period 7-4 weeks before the lessons, 
our role can be interpreted as participant observers. The didacticians participated in 
two planning meetings. In these meetings we were all engaged in the brainstorming 
processes. We discussed mathematics and drew close links to the curriculum goals 
and the textbook. In both planning meetings, the teachers had identified learning 
goals that they saw as important to reach. Our role as participants in this phase must 
be seen in relation to our broader role in the project. In the first phase we placed 
ourselves in a promoter role, where the important issue was to start the process of 
inquiry development. Our more detailed research questions have therefore come into 
being later. 
After our joint meetings, the teachers went back to their school and finished the 
preparation of the lessons. They had to be clear about the choice of tasks, how they 
would like the students to work, their own role as teacher and various organizational 
matters. The didacticians were not involved in this work.  Therefore we see the final 
product as heavily influenced by the teachers’ own thinking and philosophy. We 
videotaped the lessons in three different classes. The three teachers experienced the 
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implementation of the same lesson plan. Later we held informal interviews with the 
teachers. On another occasion two of the teachers gave a presentation to the whole 
community during a regular workshop and this was discussed in the community. 
During the preparation period, we observed that the teachers had specific aims for the 
lessons. These were expressed in a workshop where Bob (one of the teachers) said to 
one of the didacticians that they wanted to use inquiry methods in teaching linear 
functions and straight lines.  
The textbooks (the school used two different books) played an essential role in the 
teachers’ rationale for the topic. They often referred to the content of the chapter in 
the textbook, which deals with linear functions and equations. The teachers had 
definite opinions about what competence the students should achieve. They had 
experienced that students had trouble with the relationship between algebraic and 
graphical solutions of two equations with two unknowns. They wanted students to be 
able to understand and answer questions like “Why is the point of intersection of the 
lines the solution to the system of equations?”    
The teachers presented their complete teaching plan the day before the lesson. They 
had after our last joint meeting created four cards (‘card 1’, ‘card 2’, ‘card 3’ and 
‘card 4’) with questions or tasks. Each card contained some questions for students to 
work with. The teachers explained that the students should be working systematically 
through the cards. In this paper, we give an account of a specific episode during the 
work with the first card in one of the groups. ‘Card 1’ focused on the equation 

7x y+ = . The four tasks in ‘card 1’ are presented with our translation here: 

1. Each student writes two integers, which added together equals seven.  
2. Are there more such number pairs?  
3. How many such pairs exist? 
4. Draw these number pairs on millimetre-paper. 

The term ‘number pairs’ refer to the Norwegian term ‘tallpar’ which may be 
interpreted as an ordered pair of numbers, for instance ( )3 4, . As didacticians, we 
interpreted their intentions to be a compromise between several needs. The teachers 
felt a deep responsibility for ‘getting the students through’ and preparing them for the 
exam. There seemed to be a common understanding among the teachers that the 
textbook covered the syllabus quite well. By not following the usual approach, and 
instead introducing inquiry tasks, it became a challenge to direct the students towards 
certain syllabus aims. They did that by “closing” the inquiry process. The tasks 
seemed to represent a careful and conscious progression. First they focused only on 
positive integers, and then during the work with the next cards, the students had to 
handle also negative numbers, fractions and decimals. The tasks were rich in different 
perspectives from adding two unknown numbers to pairs of numbers. Then there was 
a focus on equations and solutions. Everything should finally be illustrated with 
plotting points on ruled millimetre-papers. It seems that the teachers made an effort to 
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break the learning aims into small learning bits, which they could control (Gagné 
1977; Orton, 1992).   
We also notice that some aspects were hidden and not explicitly presented. The 
lesson was the first of a sequence of lessons that followed a chapter in their textbook. 
This chapter was about linear functions, graphs and about solving sets of linear 
equations, by calculation and graphs. Nevertheless, the teachers never use the terms 
‘equation’, ‘solutions’ or ‘function’, and they did not present the word ‘graph’ in 
their written material. It may be that the teachers want the students to get an intuitive 
and informal understanding of these issues before the rest of the topic is presented. 
The teachers explained their aims in a meeting with the didactician the day before the 
lesson. Isabel said, “I am very curious whether this method results in more students 
understanding what they are doing when they solve equations graphically”. They all 
agreed with this aim. Hillary confirmed our interpretation of this approach as ‘guided 
discovery’. She said that she did not believe that the students would achieve this 
understanding without any form of guidance. Bob added that they in a way had made 
a sort of algorithm that the students could follow. Later in the conversation, we asked 
them “What is it exactly you want the student to learn?” The discussion revealed 
some disagreement concerning which aims they tried to achieve by adopting this 
approach. Bob claimed that the primary goal was to learn to solve equations; Hillary 
gave most attention to the importance of interpreting the function written in explicit 
form. Nevertheless, they seemed to agree about the content and design of this lesson.  
None of the teachers found it necessary to introduce the tasks. In the planning 
meeting they said that they did not want to say anything before the students started to 
work, except taking care of practical matters. At our suggestion they considered to 
discuss inquiry with the students before the lesson, but they found this unnecessary. 
This may be interpreted as an evidence of the fact that the teachers felt that they had 
formulated the questions in a clear and concise way to the students. Nevertheless, it 
seemed that the teachers were conscious that they should not ‘teach’ or ‘explain’. 
They wanted their students to think mathematically with as little intervention as 
possible. They seemed to be comfortable in motivating and helping students in their 
own construction of knowledge. This view is consistent with the philosophy behind 
the LCM project, which the teachers are participating in.  

HILLARY’S LESSON: DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS  
We have in this section chosen both to present data and give comments. This is 
because our analysis is closely related to the specific dialogues that are presented in 
this paper. In Hillary’s class, we followed one student group closely by using video 
recording. In this paper, we draw special attention to one episode where the teacher 
intervened when the group was working with ‘card 1’. We relate what happened in 
this episode to the teacher’s aims for this lesson expressed prior to the lesson, and 
their evaluation afterwards.  
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The students quickly ran into trouble meeting task 4 (“Draw these number pairs on 
the millimetre-paper”). In Norwegian the word ‘draw’ (tegne) does not have a 
defined mathematical meaning. During our conversations with the teachers and from 
their summing up process afterwards, we realised that the teachers by using this 
expression meant to ask the students to plot the number pairs ( )x,y  produced into a 
coordinate system. The teachers expressed afterwards an expectation that the students 
should have been familiar with this task from the mathematics lessons in lower 
secondary school.      
Below, we quote from an episode that illustrates how the teacher influenced the 
students’ thinking when they struggled with understanding the concept of ‘draw’. The 
students start to list the different solutions “6+1”, “5+2” and so on, on the graph 
paper, apparently without thinking of any geometric representation. 
 
46 Student 1 Draw these number pairs on 

graph paper. 
Tegn disse tallparene på millimeterpapir. 

47 Student 2 We have done that. Det har vi gjort. 

48 Student 1 [We have done that] Yes, 
actually we do 1a and 4 at the 
same time. Okey, was that all? 

[Det har vi jo gjort] Ja, vi gjør egentlig 1a 
og 4 sammen da. Okey, var det alt? 

50 Student 3 It seems like that. Det virker slik. 

 

We have not found indications that imply uncertainty about whether the students 
believed that they had solved the task correctly. They seemed to be satisfied with 
their own achievement asking Hillary for card 2. It may be surprising that none of 
them question why they had received millimetre-paper.  
58 Student 2 Oh, Hillary, do you have more 

tasks?  
Øj Hillary, har du flere oppgaver? 

59 Teacher Hm? [she did not hear what the
student said] 

Hm? [Hun hørte ikke hva eleven sa] 

60 Student 2 Do you have more tasks? Har du mer oppgaver? 

61 Teacher Eh yes, but now, now you have
set up a lot... (Teacher comes 
and places herself behind 
student 1 and student 2) 

Eh ja, men nå nå har dere satt opp masse… 
(Lærer kommer bort og stiller seg bak elev 1 
og elev 2) 

63 Student 2 Yes? Ja? 
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64 Teacher And then, you are going to try 
to draw on the graph paper 
these number pairs. 

Og så skal dere prøve å tegne på 
millimeterpapir de tallparene. 

65 Student 1 Shall we draw like this Skal vi sånn tegne? 

66 Student 2 Draw? Tegne? 

67 Teacher Yes, how is it possible to draw 
it? 

Ja, hvordan er det mulig å tegne det inn..?  

68 Student 1 Can’t we just say that one cell 
has the value one, or is it like 
that? 

Kan vi ikke bare si at liksom en rute er verd 
en liksom eller er det sånn? 

69 Teacher Yes, you may perhaps… Ja sånn noe kan du kanskje… 

70 Student 2 Yes Ja 

71 Teacher Try, and try to think how it is 
possible to represent it in one 
way or another. How you can 
do it with the other number 
pairs.  [Our italics] 

Prøv og prøv og tenk åssen det er mulig å 
representere det på en måte. Hvordan dere 
kan gjøre det på de forskjellige tallparene.  

[Vår kursivering] 

 
The above dialogue reveals that the students understood the task differently than the 
teacher expected it should be understood. The word ‘draw’ created problems. First, 
Hillary probably realised that the students needed a short reminder of what ‘draw’ 
means in this context. Instead of just telling them, she asked questions and hoped that 
the students would manage to make progress. Later, she introduced a new word, 
‘represent’. She was careful not to mention ‘graph’ or ‘coordinate system’.  
In the dialogue, there are signs indicating that the teacher looked upon the word 
‘draw’ as a well-defined mathematical concept. It seems that in her opinion the 
students have just forgotten the knowledge linked to this concept. She therefore 
continued to give hints that led towards how she wanted the students to react to the 
task. Since the lesson plan presupposed that the students should work in an inquiry 
mode, she was conscious not to explain, but she rather tried to provoke the students 
to think and discuss with each other. The question here is whether she was aware of 
the difference between the meanings of the word ‘draw’ as a linguistic convention 
and ‘draw’ interpreted as a mathematical concept that may be used instead of for 
instance ‘graph’. The above and later dialogues indicate that she has implemented the 
word ‘draw’ as a mathematical concept, which means to plot points in the coordinate 
system or to sketch a graph. Our data seems to show that this is the situation for her 
two colleagues too. In the teachers’ summing up process afterwards there are new 
findings that support this view: “I believe this film illustrates very well how 
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incredibly important it is that concepts are understood. For example, what does it 
mean to ‘draw number pairs’? They have to understand what to do, here it was 
typical that they did not understand what the concept ‘draw’ means, At least not in a 
mathematical sense” (Bob, plenary, 2nd March 05). The teachers seem to think that 
such a unique and objective interpretation of ’draw‘ really existed despite the fact 
that the word ’draw‘ was not used in any of their textbooks. We see this episode as an 
example that illustrates how different interpretations of language may influence the 
learning process. Hillary said in the plenary session that “I am still uncertain about 
exactly what word we should have used” (Hillary, 2nd March 05). This maybe 
illustrates the importance of being aware that working with mathematics is a 
constructive process and not a discovery activity where the concepts are objective 
and an a priori given, as in the Platonic view of mathematics (Ernest, 1991). In 
Hundeland, Grevholm, and Breiteig (2004) we demonstrated that this view of 
mathematics is probably quite common among teachers. 
Later, one of the students suggested an alternative way to draw these number pairs. 
The suggestion included to use the cells on the millimetre-paper, and divide them into 
suitable dimensions consistent with the number pairs. The teacher seemed not to like 
the idea and gave new hints:  
78 Teacher But, if you have x eh, it it is 

actually x plus y that equals 
seven! 

Men hvis dere har x eh, det det er 
egentlig x pluss y som er lik syv! 

79 Student 2 Yes Ja 

80 Teacher You could in a way have chosen 
something as x and something 
as y and so 

Du kunne på en måte ha valgt at at 
noe var x og noe var y og. 

81-85 Student 2 But if we for example divide the 
sheet and then we could divide 
it in two for example so it is x 
and so it is y. And then we must 
draw so we can for example 
draw seven seven, we shall have 
seven plus zero so seven cells 
there or something like that, is 
that what you mean? (The 
student uses the pencil and 
shows in the air) 

Men hvis vi for eksempel deler arket 
inn og så kan vi dele det i to for 
eksempel så er det x og så er det y. Og 
så må vi jo tegne så kan for eksempel 
vi tegne syv syv, vi skal ha syv pluss 
null så syv ruter der og så blir det null 
ruter der eller noe sånn, er det det du 
mener? (Elev 2 bruker blyanten og 
viser i lufta) 

86 Teacher  Yes, How do you usually draw 
number pairs? 

 

Ja. Åssen er det du pleier å tegne 
tallpar  

87 Student 2 I have no idea Aner ikke jeg 
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88 Student 3 Eh… Eh… 

89 Student 1 [Draw?] [Tegne] 

90 Teacher [x and y values] How do you 
draw them? 

[x og y verdier] åssen tegner dere det? 

91 Student 1 As coordinate system or 
something like that? 

Som koordinatsystem eller sånn? 

92 Teacher Yes, maybe. How would you 
have done it in a coordinate 
system? 

Ja, kanskje det. Åssen ville du gjort 
det i et koordinatsystem? 

93 Student 1 With this (…) ruler? Med denne (…) linjalen? 

94 Teacher  (Gives student 1 a ruler)  

 
The student used the ruler to connect the points they had marked in the coordinate 
system. The student seemed to understand that the line can be used to identify the 
different pairs of integers that add up to seven. Later, the teacher returned and gave 
new hints to the group. These hints resulted in an expansion of the solutions to 
negative numbers when the line was extended in both directions. Later, the student 
met questions such as “What happens if x = 2?” , “What if y = 4.7?” and “How many 
pairs of numbers are possible now?” In co-operation with the teacher, they realised 
that an infinite number of solutions exists. The dialogue illustrates the teachers’ wish 
to establish an inquiry milieu in the group. The teacher is conscious to ask questions 
and give small hints. We especially noticed two things. First, the questions directed 
the students towards specific learning goals. Her references to the x and y values 
illustrate her wish to lead the students towards the coordinate system.  Secondly, her 
response to the students’ questions became in some occasions too rigid. For example, 
she did not want to clarify her interpretation of the word ‘draw’ and to the student’s 
correct response in line 92 “As coordinate system or something like that?” she did not 
confirm the student’s correctness. The teacher was unexperienced in this specific 
teaching situation. It seems reasonable that it will be difficult to consider how to 
respond to different questions from students. That is because the teacher is aware that 
the students in these learning situations should preferably construct their own 
knowledge and not simply be told the result or answer.   
We received feedback from the teachers immediately after the lessons, and they also 
summarised what they learnt two months later in a workshop for the whole LCM 
community. We found that there was a considerable agreement between their 
spontaneous reactions after the lessons and in their later reflection. After the lesson, 
Hillary expressed enthusiasm about how she experienced the lesson. She believed 
that the implementation of the lesson had opened possibilities for all the students. She 
was concerned especially about low attaining students. She observed that they also 
profited by this lesson, since indeed they did some work and were not passively 
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following the other students. Normally, during her lessons, only a few students 
engaged in the discussion. Both the teacher and the didacticians observed that the 
students talked more, and probably also reflected more on the mathematics.  
In the workshop presentation two months after, the teachers agreed that the teaching 
had been successful. They concluded that they had not lost time, and that they 
experienced that the students understood the subsequent parts of the topic more easily 
after this first introduction. Bob described the situation in this way: “When we talked 
more about this… progress in the syllabus, I felt that it was a great transfer value 
because it went so fast” (Bob, plenary, 2nd March 05). Our interpretation of this 
statement is that he meant that the subsequent learning process went easier because 
the teachers could draw on the students’ experience in the lesson that followed.  

CONCLUSIONS 
In this particular study, we have observed that the word ‘draw’ was interpreted 
differently by students and teachers. We have observed the teachers’ surprised 
reaction to the students’ difficulties of understanding what the teacher meant. It 
seems to be fairly clear that the teachers had a common and particular interpretation 
of the meaning of ‘tegne tallpar’ (‘draw number pairs’) but they were not aware that 
their students did not share this interpretation. Related to our question whether the 
teachers and students had a shared meaning of words used in the classroom, this 
incident seems to illustrate the existence of words where the teacher and the students 
did not share a meaning.   
The study also illustrates challenges and problems that may occur when teachers try 
to establish a community of inquiry. For example, our teachers decided not to 
introduce the tasks before they started working. The incident illustrates that the 
students were exploring both the mathematics and the meaning of the concept 
“draw”. It seems problematic that the inquiry process should include problems 
concerning how the teacher interprets specific words.  It may be a learning outcome 
from this case that before starting such inquiry processes, teachers have to analyse the 
use of language in their presentations according to what meaning they give to central 
concepts. Such events may be more likely to happen in an inquiry based lesson, than 
in a teacher-dominated lecture where he or she defines all central concepts. Future 
investigations of the three teachers will tell us more about this hypothesis.  
The teacher’s responsibility to achieve the official aims seems to have influenced the 
interference in the students’ inquiry process. Despite this fact, the teacher did not 
give straightforward answers, but inspired the students to investigate and construct 
their own knowledge. Concerning our research questions, we have observed that the 
teacher gave hints, not answers. The teacher encouraged the students to inquire, not 
to look for a specific answer. It also seemed clear that the teacher was concerned 
about her responsibility to give the students possibilities to achieve certain syllabus 
aims. It may be that this situation “closed” the inquiry process to deal with a limited 
mathematical issue. We identified the word ‘draw’ as one word/concept where there 
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was no shared meaning between the teacher and the students. We also observed that 
there was no negotiation according to the meaning of this word. The teacher directed 
through hints and tips the meaning of the word in a way that was consistent with her 
own meaning of the word.  
Finally, our data, which show students actively engaged in inquiry discussions, have 
convinced us that it is possible for teachers to design and implement inquiry based 
lessons in mathematics that may result in effective learning and that this way of 
working may result in a situation where students find it easier to engage in the 
subsequent issues, as stated above. This finding can be related to Per-Eskil Perssons 
discussion about time for learning (Persson, 2005). One of his points is that concepts 
develop through higher and higher levels. This progress from one level to a higher 
level takes place after a certain period of work with the mathematical issue. Our 
teachers probably experienced that the students had more time to develop their 
concepts of linear functions in this teaching context.  
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